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Research Highlights

> First direct comparison of statistical learning abilities across perceptual modalities in
young infants (8-10 months) using temporally presented complex, familiar stimuli
(speech and faces).
> We find superior auditory statistical learning for speech stimuli in 8-10 month olds.
> Discovery of a developmental shift in auditory (speech) but not visual (faces) statistical
learning in this age range.
> Evidence that while statistical learning is domain-general, it is not an abstract ability
insensitive to perceptual information early in life.
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Abstract
Statistical learning (SL), sensitivity to probabilistic regularities in sensory
input, has been widely implicated in cognitive and perceptual development.
Little is known, however, about the underlying mechanisms of SL and
whether they undergo developmental change. One way to approach these
questions is to compare SL across perceptual modalities. While a decade of
research has compared auditory and visual SL in adults, we present the first
direct comparison of visual and auditory SL in infants (8-10 months).
Learning was evidenced in both perceptual modalities but with opposite
directions of preference: Infants in the auditory condition displayed a novelty
preference, while infants in the visual condition showed a familiarity
preference. Interpreting these results within the Hunter and Ames model
(1988), where familiarity preferences reflect a weaker stage of encoding than
novelty preferences, we conclude that there is weaker learning in the visual
modality than the auditory modality for this age. In addition, we found
evidence of different developmental trajectories across modalities: Auditory
SL increased while visual SL did not change for this age range. The results
suggest that SL is not an abstract, amodal ability; for the types of stimuli and
statistics tested, we find that auditory SL precedes the development of visual
SL and is consistent with recent work comparing SL across modalities in older
children.
Keywords: statistical learning, auditory, visual, infant, domain-generality, abstract
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Comparing Statistical Learning Across Perceptual Modalities In Infancy:
An Investigation of Underlying Learning Mechanism(s)

Young infants have the remarkable ability to shape their perceptual and cognitive
systems based on their experience. One way that an infant can adapt to their environment
is by uncovering statistical regularities in sensory input, a phenomenon known as
statistical learning (SL, Saffran, Aslin & Newport, 1996; Kirkham, Slemmer & Johnson,
2002). SL has been implicated in the development of language learning (Romberg &
Saffran, 2010), object and scene perception (Fiser & Aslin, 2002), and music perception
(McMullen & Saffran, 2004). However, despite the importance of SL to understanding
perceptual and cognitive development, very little is known about the nature and
development of its underlying mechanisms.
A powerful way to uncover the mechanisms supporting SL is to directly compare
learning across perceptual modalities. Comparing SL across modalities entails presenting
the same statistical information (e.g., the same underlying structure and amount of
exposure) while varying perceptual information (e.g., whether the individual tokens are
auditory or visual). Importantly, perceptual manipulations are well beyond perceptual
thresholds so differences in learning do not arise from an inability to identify individual
tokens but from differences in the interaction of perceptual and learning systems in
gathering or using statistical information. Identical learning outcomes across different
perceptual conditions would indicate that SL is an abstract, amodal learning ability that is
insensitive to perceptual information. However, a decade of research in adults has
established that SL systematically differs across auditory and visual perceptual modalities
(e.g., Conway & Christiansen, 2005, 2009; Saffran, 2002; reviews by Krogh, Vlach &
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Johnson, 2012; Frost, Armstrong, Siegelman & Christiansen, 2015). For example, a
number of studies have suggested that, in adults, auditory SL is superior to visual SL
when statistical information and other perceptual conditions are held constant (Conway &
Christiansen, 2005, 2009; Emberson, Conway & Christiansen, 2011; Robinson &
Sloutsky, 2007). Despite the early success of numerous models of SL that focus solely
on statistical information (e.g., Frank, Goldwater, Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2010;
Thiessen & Erickson, 2013), these convergent findings suggest that the mechanisms
underlying SL are not amodal and abstract but are importantly affected by perceptual
information.
Despite many demonstrations of SL in both auditory and visual modalities in
infants (e.g., Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Kirkham et al., 2002; Saffran et al., 1996; Saffran,
Johnson, Aslin & Newport, 1999), no study has directly compared learning across the
two modalities. Moreover, it is not possible to compare outcomes from previous studies
because of substantial differences in methodology and statistical information. Thus, we
present the first direct comparison of statistical learning across perceptual modalities in
infancy. There are a number of possible relationships between statistical learning,
perceptual modality and development that might be observed. Here, we consider two
primary possibilities: It is possible that, early in development, SL is largely unaffected by
perceptual information, with modality differences only arising later in development. In
contrast, infant SL might be more affected by perceptual information earlier rather than
later in development as the developing learning systems are less robust and not able to
compensate for biases in perceptual processing. Answers to these questions will inform
broader investigations of whether SL is developmentally invariant (Kirkham et al., 2002;
Saffran et al., 1997) or whether SL abilities improve with age (Thiessen, Hill, & Saffran,
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2005; Arciuli & Simpson, 2011; see discussion by Misyak, Goldstein, & Christiansen,
2012), and how SL contributes to the development across different domains (e.g.,
relations between developmental changes in auditory SL and early language
development).
As an initial step toward answering these important theoretical questions, the
current study presents the first direct comparison of auditory and visual SL in infants,
targeting a well-studied age for SL (8- to 10-months-old; Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Kirkham
et al., 2002; Saffran et al, 1996). Our goal is to spark investigations into similarities and
differences in SL across perceptual modalities. These investigations will bring a deeper
understanding of mechanisms supporting SL early in life when this learning ability is
believed to support development across numerous domains. This line of research
complements efforts by Raviv and Arnon (2018) to compare auditory and visual SL
across childhood, and who report modality differences in this age range. The current
work extends these investigations to much younger infants and, importantly, to ages
where it is believed that SL is an essential skill for breaking into the structure of the
environment.
One of the challenges of comparing SL across modalities in infancy is that it is
uncommon to compare the amount of learning (i.e., using looking times). One way to
compare learning is to consider the magnitude of the difference in looking to novel and
familiar trials. Kirkham et al., (2002) used this approach and compared looking time to
novel and familiar test trials over 3 age groups. An interaction of age and test trial type
(mixed ANOVA) would be indicative of changes in learning with age. Another classic
way to consider learning is to employ the Hunter and Ames model (1988) where
familiarity preferences reflect a weaker stage of encoding than novelty preferences.
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Numerous studies of statistical learning have evoked this model when considering
learning outcomes (Johnson & Jusczyk, 2001; Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995; Saffran &
Thiessen, 2003; Thiessen & Saffran, 2003; also see Aslin & Fiser, 2005, for a
discussion). For example, Saffran and Thiessen (2003) state that the “direction of
preference reflects [..] factors .. such as the speed of the infant’s learning” (p. 485).
We strove to equate learning conditions across modalities. First, while visual SL
studies have typically employed infant-controlled habituation (Fiser & Aslin, 2002;
Kirkham et al., 2002) and auditory SL studies have employed fixed periods of
familiarization to sounds (e.g., Saffran et al., 1996; Graf Estes, Evans, Alibali & Saffran,
2007), we employed infant-controlled habituation in both visual and auditory conditions.
Second, we aimed to better equate the type of stimuli across perceptual modalities:
Previous visual SL studies have employed geometric shapes (Fiser & Aslin, 2002;
Kirkham et al., 2002, see Sloan, Kim & Johnson, 2015, for differences in face and shape
SL in infants) while auditory SL studies have typically used speech sounds (Saffran et al.,
1996; however see Creel, Newport, & Aslin, 2004; Saffran et al., 1999). Infants in the
first year of life have had considerable exposure to speech sounds, making speech more
familiar than geometric shapes; moreover, speech sounds are more perceptually complex,
and infants are becoming very skilled at processing speech (e.g., Kuhl et al., 1992;
Werker & Tees, 1984). Faces are a comparable type of stimulus for the visual modality
(Nelson, 2001; Pascalis et al., 2005) and thus, using a comparison that has been employed
many times in the field of early cognitive/perceptual development (Lewkowicz &
Ghazanfar, 2009; Maurer & Werker, 2014), we compared SL using speech and faces.
Finally, visual and auditory SL studies with infants always employ different rates of
stimulus presentation, with visual stimuli presented at a much slower rate than auditory
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stimuli (e.g., visual SL: 1 stimulus/second; Kirkham et al., 2002; auditory SL: 4-5
stimuli/second; Saffran et al., 1996; Pelucchi, Hay, & Saffran, 2009). Faster presentation
rates decrease visual SL in children (Arciuli & Simpson, 2011) and adults (Conway &
Christiansen, 2009; Turk-Browne, Jungé, & Scholl, 2005). Research in adults suggested
the opposite effect with auditory SL, with decreased learning at slower rates of
presentation (Emberson et al., 2011). Since rate and perceptual modality are two types of
perceptual information that have been shown to interact in adult learners (Arciuli &
Simpson, 2011, Emberson et al., 2011), we chose presentation rates that balanced the
constraints of achieving similar methods across modalities with the rate required by
specific perceptual systems (visual rate of presentation: 1 stimulus/second, cf. Kirkham et
al., 2002; auditory rate of presentation: 2 stimuli/second, cf. Thiessen et al., 2005).
Along with the use of infant-controlled habituation, we can determine and control for any
differences in (statistical/perceptual) exposure across perceptual modalities.

Methods
Participants
The final sample was 33 infants (auditory:17; visual:16) with a mean age of 9.2 months
(SD=0.57, 8.1-10.0 months, 19 female). See Supplementary Material for more details and
exclusionary criteria.
Stimuli and Statistical Sequences
The current study employed equivalent sets of visual and auditory stimuli. Six
smiling, Caucasian, female faces were selected from the NimStim database (Figure 1;
Tottenham et al., 2009). Faces were presented individually at a rate of 1 stimulus/second
(250ms SOA). Six monosyllabic nonwords (vot, meep, tam, jux, sig, rauk) were recorded
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separately to control for effects of coarticulation and produced with equal lexical stress
and flat prosody (adult-directed speech) by a female native English speaker. The length
of each utterance was edited to have a uniform duration of 375 ms and stimuli were
presented at a rate of 2 stimuli/second. Nonwords were presented at 58 dB and
accompanied by the projected image of a checkerboard (4x4 black-and-white, with gray
surround) to direct infant attentional focus. Both face and checkerboard stimuli used for
the auditory condition subtended 14.6◦ of visual angle (Kirkham et al., 2002).
Sequence construction followed Kirkham et al. (2002, Figure 1) such that, for each
condition (visual or auditory), the six stimuli (faces or nonwords) were grouped into two
mutually exclusive sets of bigrams. Each infant was exposed to one bigram set.
Habituation sequences were constructed by concatenating bigrams of a given set in
random order with the a priori constraint that there could be no more than four
consecutive presentations of a single bigram and all presented with equal frequency
within the 60 second sequences. The only cue to bigram structure was the statistical
information in the stream: Both co-occurrence frequencies and transitional probabilities
could support bigram segmentation (Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1998). Twelve different
habituation sequences were constructed for each bigram set for each condition. There
were two types of test trial sequences: Familiar and Novel. Familiar trials were
constructed using identical methods as the habituation sequences. Novel trials were
constructed by using a random order of all stimuli with the constraint that there be no
consecutive repeats and all items have equal frequency. Three novel and three familiar
test trials were constructed for each bigram set and for each condition. Both habituation
and test trial sequences were 60 seconds long.
Procedure
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Infants were seated in a caregiver’s lap in a darkened room. Caregivers were
instructed to keep their infants on their laps facing forward but not to interfere with infant
looking or behavior. Each caregiver listened to music via sound-attenuating headphones
and wore a visor that prevented visual access to the stimuli. All visual stimuli (a
checkerboard during the auditory condition, faces in the visual condition, and the
attention getter, used in both conditions) were projected centrally, and a camera recorded
infant eye gaze. Auditory stimuli (speech tokens or the sound for the attention getter)
were presented from a speaker placed in front of the infants and below the visual stimuli.
Stimulus presentation was controlled by Habit 2000 (Cohen, Atkinson, & Chaput, 2000)
operating on a Macintosh computer running OS 9. An observer in a different room, blind
to sequences and trial types, recorded looks towards and away from the visual stimuli.
See Supplementary Material for analyses verifying coder reliability.
Infants were presented with an attention-getting animation (rotating, looming disc
with sound) between trials until the infants looked centrally at which point a sequence
was presented. If the infant did not look at the beginning of the sequence for at least two
seconds, the trial was not counted; the attention-getter played again and once the infant
looked centrally, the same sequence was repeated (Kirkham et al., 2002). If the infant
looked for two seconds or longer, the sequence played until infants looked away for two
consecutive seconds or the sequence ended (Saffran et al., 1996).
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Figure 1. Depiction of sequences employed for habituation and test trials (familiar and
novel) for the visual and the auditory perceptual conditions (bottom and top). Each
stimulus was presented individually and centrally to the infants. The order to stimuli
presented is depicted along the diagonal in the figure. Lines below the sequences indicate
bigram structure. Note that perceptual modality was a between-subjects factor: infants
had either visual or auditory exposure.
Habituation sequences were presented in random order until infants either reached
the habituation criterion or all habituation sequences had been presented. The habituation
criterion was defined as a decline of looking time by more than 50% for four consecutive
trials, using a sliding window, compared to the first four habituation trials (Kirkham et
al., 2002; similar to Graf-Estes et al., 2007, with four vs. three trials for comparison).
Infants were then presented with six test trials in alternating order by test trial type
(familiar and novel) with the order of alternation (i.e. novel first or familiar first)
counterbalanced across infants. All statistical analyses were conducted in R (RStudio,
0.98.1028).

Results
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Comparing Learning Across Perceptual Modalities
Mean looking times were submitted to a 2 (test trial: novel, familiar) x 2
(perceptual modality: visual, auditory) mixed ANOVA (within and between subjects
factors, respectively). This analysis revealed an interaction of perceptual modality and
test trial type (F(1,31)=24.60, p<0.001, Figure 21) that was driven by opposite directions
of preference at test across perceptual modalities: Infants in the Auditory modality
showing a significant novelty preference (12 of 17 infants showed bias towards the Novel
trials, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, V=129, p=0.01), and infants in the Visual modality
showed a significant familiarity preference (14 of 16 infants looked longer to the familiar
trials, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, V=11, p=0.002). Thus, we found evidence of significant
learning in each perceptual modality. Based on the Hunter and Ames model (1988), there
is evidence of weaker learning in the visual modality compared to the auditory modality,
as indicated by different directions of preference (familiarity vs. novelty, respectively).
This analysis also revealed a main effect of Perceptual Modality (F(1,31)=10.09,
p=0.003) driven by longer looking in the visual condition. This finding is surprising
because there were no differences in looking across modalities during habituation
(p>0.3). However, using proportion of looking to control for the generally longer
looking at visual sequences at test, we still found a significant interaction between
perceptual modality and test trial, F(1, 31) = 16.29, p < 0.001 (see Figure S1).

1

Post-hoc power analyses revealed this test to have a power of 1.0 (based on an eta2 of
0.79 calculated from the Sum of Squares for the interaction over the residuals or total).
Thus, the power reduction of a between-subjects design due to sampling or subject
variability is not an issue as our comparisons are very well powered.

Average Looking Time (seconds)
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Figure 2. Looking to novel and familiar test trials across auditory and visual perceptual
modalities.

Influence of Age on SL Across Perceptual Modalities
We also examined whether age (8-10 months) influenced learning outcomes. We
found no significant correlation between age and Difference Score (looking to novel –
familiar test trials) for infants in the Visual condition (r = 0.10, p > 0.7) but there was a
significant correlation of age with Difference Score for infants in the Auditory condition,
r = 0.58, t(14) = 2.75, p = 0.015, with older infants exhibiting a stronger Novelty
preference (Figure 3). The x-intercept for the relationship between age and Difference
Score is at 9 months of age. This finding suggests that there are age-related differences in
auditory but not visual statistical learning in this age range.

Difference Score
(average looking to novel − familiar trials, seconds)
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Figure 3. Habituated infants in the auditory condition show a significant correlation
between age and Difference Score with older infants showing a strong novelty
preference. Auditory mean age = 9.4 (SD = 0.41); Visual mean age = 9.0 (SD = 0.66).

Learning Outcomes in Relation to Statistical Information During Habituation
There are two benefits of employing infant-controlled habituation: First, the
assumption of this method is that when infants have sufficiently encoded the habituation
stimuli, they will have a decline in looking time. Thus, each infant should have received
the amount of statistical exposure they needed for learning. Additionally, we can
quantify the statistical exposure that they have (overtly) attended. Given that differences
in presentation rate were necessary to elicit SL in both perceptual modalities (see
Supplementary Material for control experiment of auditory SL at 1 second SOA), we can
examine looking at test relative to the amount of statistical information (e.g., the number
of tokens perceived: 2/second for auditory, 1/second for visual; or approximate
repetitions of a bigram by dividing the number of tokens perceived by 6 [since 6 is the
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number of unique tokens]).
Even though there is no significant difference in total viewing time during
Habituation (p>0.3), there is a significant difference in the number of tokens perceived
during Habituation across perceptual modalities (auditory: M = 150 tokens or ~25
repetitions of each bigram, SD = 13 repetitions; visual: M = 91 tokens or ~15 repetitions
of each bigram, SD = 8.8 repetitions; t(28.62) = 2.63, p = 0.014). This amount of
statistical exposure is similar to exposure in comparable statistical learning studies (Table
1). However, we conducted several analyses to confirm that difference in statistical
exposure does not account for the differences in learning across perceptual modalities.
Most directly, we examined whether including statistical exposure in our omnibus
test would explain a significant portion of the variance in the data. Using linear
regression, we first confirmed our results from the ANOVA (Perceptual Modality and
Test Trial Type interaction: b=-3.41, t=-2.80, p < 0.001; main effect of Perceptual
Modality: b=4.22, t=4.89, p < 0.0001) and then compared this base model with a model
that includes statistical exposure for each infant. We found that the addition of this factor
did not explain any more of the variance (p = 0.69), indicating that statistical exposure
does not explain a significant portion of the pattern of results and did not affect the
significance of the modality by test trial type interaction.
The majority of infants have similar statistical exposure regardless of perceptual
modality (Figure 4). Yet, infants exhibit familiarity preferences for the visual modality
and a novelty preference for the auditory modality. Moreover, if increasing statistical
exposure tends to drive novelty preferences in the visual modality that could suggest that
the reduction in statistical exposure might explain the differences in the direction of
preference across modalities. However, contrary to this line of reasoning, we found no
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significant influence of amount of exposure during habituation on difference scores for
infants in the Visual condition (r = 0.17, p > 0.5). There is a significant, positive
relationship between amount of exposure and difference scores in the auditory modality
(r=0.49, t(15) = 2.18, p = 0.046). Thus, these two additional analyses confirmed that
differences in statistical exposure across perceptual modalities are not driving differences

Difference Score
(looking to novel − familiar trials, seconds)

in learning.

4

*

r = 0.49
p < 0.05

2

0

−2

−4

r = 0.17
p > 0.5

Perceptual Modality
Visual
Auditory

−6
10
20
30
40
50
Statistical Exposure during Habituation
(approximate repetitions per pair)
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Figure 4. Relationship between statistical exposure during habituation and learning
outcomes (difference score). Differences in statistical exposure do not explain
differences in learning across perceptual modalities.
Given that viewing time and age both predicted learning outcomes in the Auditory
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condition, we examined whether age and viewing time were correlated. We found no
significant correlation (p>0.2). In addition, we used model comparisons to examine both
age and exposure. We report above that exposure does not explain a significant portion of
variance above our base model including modality and test trial type. We found that the
same comparison with age shows that age does explain a significant portion of the
variance (c2(1) = 26.21, p = 0.033). Comparing a model with age and a model with age
and exposure, we again find that exposure time does not explain any additional variance
(p = 0.99). Additional analyses revealed no effects on Difference scores of Experimental
location, Gender, Bigram set or Test Trial order in either modality condition.
Discussion
The current study is the first to directly compare auditory and visual SL in infancy.
We choose to compare stimuli that infants frequently experience, that are perceptually
complex and become the bases of specialized perceptual processing (i.e., faces and
speech). Using these stimuli, we found that auditory SL results in a strong novelty
preference while visual SL results in a familiarity preference. We followed the Hunter
and Ames model (1988) to interpret these results as weaker learning in the visual
compared to the auditory modality. This basis for interpreting differences in the
directions of preference is conventional in the infancy literature (e.g., Johnson & Jusczyk,
2001; Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995; Thiessen & Saffran, 2003; though see discussion below).
And while uncommon, there is also precedence for finding familiarity preferences in
visual learning studies even after infant-controlled habituation (SL: Fiser & Aslin, 2002;
visual rule learning: Ferguson, Franconeri & Waxman, 2018)2. Finding better auditory SL

This familiarity effect is in contrast to Kirkham et al. (2002) whose paradigm is closely
mirrored here. However, the change in complexity of the current visual stimuli (faces)
2
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at this point in infancy dovetails with a decade of research suggesting that, in adults,
auditory SL is stronger than visual SL (e.g., Emberson et al., 2011; Conway &
Christiansen, 2005, 2009; Saffran, 2002).
We also found that auditory (speech) SL exhibits a developmental shift at this
period of infancy: Infants alter their looking preferences between 8-10 months, indicating
a change in infants’ underlying learning abilities and further suggesting increases in their
auditory SL abilities. In particular, our results point to an inflection point around 9
months. No such shift is evident in the visual modality (i.e., there was no change in
looking preferences across the age range investigated). Thus, we again find a differential
developmental pattern of SL across auditory and visual modalities. Studies of SL in
childhood present a convergent picture where visual SL continues to develop into
childhood suggesting an earlier development of auditory SL (Raviv & Arnon, 2018).
However, future work is needed before the specifics of these auditory SL changes
will be fully understood. For example, a comparison with non-speech auditory stimuli is
necessary to determine if this change is specific to speech (or these particular speech
stimuli) or is more general. Moreover, given important changes in language and memory
development during this time, it would be informative to consider auditory SL in a
broader cognitive/developmental context (i.e., Do these changes relate to other changes in
language or memory development?). Thiessen and Saffran (2003) also document a
change in SL for speech streams between 7 and 9 months with infants shifting their
emphasis away from statistical information towards stress cues (see Supplementary for
further discussion of this topic). Future work is needed to reconcile what appear to be

from the abstract, geometric shapes employed by Kirkham et al (2002) provides an
explanation for this change from novelty to familiarity preference that again is wellsupported by the Hunter and Ames (1988) model.
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opposite developmental patterns. It could be that when presenting multiple cues in a
single stream, the outcome doesn’t reflect learning abilities per se but attention to
particular cues. To conjecture further, it may be that increases in learning abilities occur
alongside decreases in attention because, as more effective learners, attention is less
important for encoding those patterns.
Our auditory SL findings in infants are also consistent with previous work
suggesting that rate of presentation affected auditory SL in infants as well as adults.
Considering the amount of statistical exposure, the use of adult-directed speech, and rate
of presentation (factors that can independently modulate learning outcomes), the most
comparable study, Thiessen et al. (2005), did not find learning in 8-month-olds. Previous
studies that have found auditory SL in younger infants employed both much faster rates
of presentation and greater exposure (Table 1). Supplementary Materials present a control
study in which slower rates of presentation result in no demonstration of auditory SL for
this age group. Thus, we also present initial evidence that auditory SL is related to rate of
presentation in infancy with slower rates leading to poorer learning. These results point to
a similar relationship between rate of presentation and auditory SL as has been found in
adults (Emberson et al., 2011). This relationship between rate and auditory SL suggests
that we are finding evidence of better auditory learning in conditions that are not
favorable to auditory SL (see Supplementary Materials for considerations of the current
results to infants’ use of non-statistical speech cues and the role of attention across
different types of stimuli).
Table 1: Comparison of Rate, Age and Statistical Exposure across Auditory SL studies
selected to be most similar to the current paradigm and age range. Note: Exposure was
calculated by unit of structure (i.e., each word as in Saffran et al., 1996; each bigram or
trigram in Thiessen et al., 2005).
Study
Age
Rate
Exposure
Outcome
(months)
(ms)
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Current:
Emberson et al.
Thiessen, Hill, & Saffran,
2005
Saffran, Aslin &
Newport, 1996
Pelucchi, Hay & Saffran,
2009

9

500

25

Learning

8

400

24

8

222

45

No learning for AD
speech
Learning

8.5

167

45

Learning

While the current study presents some important, initial findings as to how SL
relates across perceptual modalities in infancy, it also highlights the complexity of asking
these questions. Here, we address two key issues: First, the dominant method in infancy
research (i.e., quantifying looking times to familiar and novel stimuli) is not wellequipped to compare between multiple conditions especially when these conditions vary
across stimulus types. While we employed the Hunter and Ames (1998) model to
interpret differences in the directionality of looking times, this model hasn’t been broadly
validated and may be too simplistic (e.g., see Kidd, Piantadosi and Aslin, 2012).
Moreover, Hunter and Ames hasn’t been used to compare very disparate types of stimuli,
as used here (partly because the field hasn’t typically embarked on such comparisons in
the first place). Other methods are available but, again, the comparisons between stimulus
types or perceptual modalities will be highly complex. For example, functional nearinfrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) has been used to investigate learning trajectories (Kersey
& Emberson, 2017) and responses to novelty or violations (Emberson, Richards & Aslin,
2015; Nakano, Watanabe, Homae, & Taga, 2009; Lloyd-Fox, Blasi et al., in press).
However, comparing between modalities would likely not be straightforward. For
example, different modalities likely tap into different neural networks that may vary in
availability for measurement, and/or have different spatial or temporal distribution of
neural responses that may or may not be related to learning. Indeed, Emberson, Cannon,
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Palmeri, Richards and Aslin (2017) used fNIRS to examine repetition suppression (a
phenomenon where locally repeated presentation reduces neural responses to particular
stimuli) across auditory and visual modalities. That study revealed that the same
condition yielded quite different neural responses across modalities even beyond sensory
cortices (i.e., differential engagement of the frontal cortex). Here, this paper has erred on
the side of a classic interpretation and standard methods, but in order for the field to
effectively tackle questions about the mechanisms of learning across perceptual
modalities or stimulus types, either a clear way to use the current methods (perhaps in
combination) or new methods are needed.
Second, the selection of stimuli is highly complex and importantly constrains the
findings. While the selection of stimuli is always important, this is particularly the case
when selecting stimuli that are representative of entire perceptual modalities. Given the
hypothesized importance of SL to language development, we aimed to provide a direct
comparison to speech stimuli. From there, we choose to select a stimulus set from vision
that would be similar in terms of an infant’s prior experience, the perceptual complexity
of the stimulus and emergent specialization of processing for the stimuli. Faces, like
speech, are highly familiar to infants, are perceptually complex and are subject to the
development of specialized processing. Indeed, faces and speech are analogous stimuli
along these dimensions and have been the focus of previous comparisons of development
across vision and audition (Maurer & Werker, 2014). However, given that these stimuli
are familiar to infants, it’s not immediately clear that SL abilities measured here will
generalize to all stimuli from the same modality. These complexities of stimulus selection
will be remedied, at least partly, through future work that chooses to compare different
types of stimuli (e.g., non-familiar stimuli). However, having principled ways of
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considering which stimuli to select for comparison would be helpful for future
investigations.
Given that we are comparing stimuli that infants have experience with, it is possible
their experience before this point is affecting their SL abilities. Indeed, there are now
numerous studies that show that infants are tuning themselves to the statistics of their
language input in ways that generalize to laboratory tasks (see recent evidence from
Orena & Polka, 2017). Given that speech has a strong temporal nature and, here, infants
are exposed to temporal statistics, the paradigm may be biased towards auditory SL. This
type of finding is consistent with the broader picture that SL is not amodal and has
important differences across perceptual modalities and stimulus types. However, it should
also be noted that recent work on the visual input of infants has revealed a strong
temporal component to early visual input as well (e.g., Sugden & Moulson, in press,
show that young infants see faces in bouts of 1-3 seconds). Thus, a broader question
emerges of how do SL abilities tune themselves to the input that infants receive and are
these stimulus- or modality-specific? Comparisons across stimulus types and perceptual
modalities will be integral to answering these questions.
Finally, recent work in adults suggests that multisensory SL is an important avenue
to be explored (Frost et al., 2015) but very little has been done to this end with
developmental populations. Since it is possible that SL in a given modality will be
affected by what has been previously learned in another modality, within-subjects designs
are a promising way to investigate multisensory SL with infants (see Robinson &
Sloutsky, 2007). Relatedly, it should be noted that researchers will need to carefully
investigate carry-over effects and multisensory interactions in SL if they wish to use
within-subjects designs (see also Charness, Gneezy & Kuhn, 2012, for a preference of
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between-subjects designs for experimental questions like these).
In sum, the goal of the current work was to provide the first direct comparison of
auditory and visual SL in infancy. We found some initial evidence that, similar to adults,
auditory SL yields stronger learning than visual SL (in temporal streams with speech and
face stimuli) and that auditory SL is developing early. We provide the first evidence that
perceptual information significantly modulates SL in infancy (i.e., that it is not equivalent
across perceptual modalities). This finding is crucial because, while statistical
information itself is an important driver of learning and development, an infant’s
experience of the world is mediated by sensory input. Thus, an understanding of how
exposure to statistical information gives rise to learning and development must consider
whether learning is systematically affected by the stimuli and perceptual modality in
which the statistics are embedded. Overall, we suggest that comparisons across
modalities and different stimulus types are a useful path to investigate mechanistic
questions about SL in development, while raising several important issues for researchers
to consider in future work.
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Supplementary Materials
Participants: Exclusionary Criteria
Fifty-eight infants between the ages of 8- and 10-months were recruited for the current
study. Twenty-seven infants were recruited for the Auditory condition and 31 infants
were recruited for the Visual condition. Within each condition, infants were
counterbalanced for sex, two sets of bigrams, and test trial order. Twenty-six additional
infants were tested but excluded because of not fitting the age range (4:auditory,
3:visual), excessive fussiness (11:auditory; 6:visual)3, preterm birth (1:auditory), or
parental interference (1:visual). Infants were recruited at two Upstate New York areas in
Ithaca and Syracuse (14:visual only).
From this sample, infants were excluded for two reasons: 1) failing to meet the
habituation criteria (see details below, auditory:8, visual:13, no difference in the
distribution of Habituated vs. Non-Habituated infants across perceptual modalities); 2)
being significant outliers in looking time at test (e.g., one infant looked longer at the
Novel test trials for an average of 48 seconds; mean difference is ~2 seconds). Thus,
infants with difference scores (Mean Looking to Novel minus Familiar Test Trial) of
greater than two standard deviations (SD) from the mean were excluded from further
analyses4. Means and SDs were calculated separately for each Perceptual Condition. This
resulted in the exclusion of four additional infants (2:auditory; 2:visual).
Coder Reliability
Although the online coder was blind to trial type (habituation, novel, familiar trial), we

There is no significant difference in the number of infants who fussed out across
perceptual conditions: Χ2(1) = 1.32, p = 0.25.
4 This criterion for excluding outliers has been previously applied in studies of infant
learning (de Haan & Nelson, 1997; Maye, Weiss, & Aslin, 2008) and SL (e.g., Conway,
Bauernschmidt, Huang, & Pisoni, 2010).
3
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additionally tested for coder bias in their assessment of infant looking by conducting a
reliability test. Video recordings from 33% of the infants in the final sample (55% from
visual condition) were recoded by a second blind coder; looking time was highly
correlated with online coders, rs(20) > 0.91, thus, data from the online coder was used for
the analyses.
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Figure S1. Proportion of looking time to novel and familiar test trials across modalities.
This analysis controlled for the general differences in looking time between perceptual
modalities and confirmed a significant modality by test trial type interaction. Horizontal
line at 0.5 to indicate point of equal looking to each stimulus (i.e., chance performance).
Considering the Magnitude of Looking Time Differences without Directionality
Our main analyses comparing learning outcomes between auditory and visual
statistical learning have focused on the directionality of learning effects under the
assumption that familiarity effects reflect earlier stages of learning than novelty effects,
as supported by the Hunter and Ames (1984) model. However, here, we consider another
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analytic approach to comparing learning outcomes across perceptual modalities that does
not take the direction of the effect into account: the absolute magnitude of difference in
looking time between novel and familiar test trials. The magnitude of effect has been
used to compare learning outcomes in previous studies such as Kirkham et al (2002); in
Kirkham et al.’s study, all groups exhibited the same direction of preference. In our
present study, though, there are systematic differences in the direction of preference
across conditions, so we further consider the absolute value of looking time differences
between familiar and novel. Specifically, average looking time to the familiar trials was
subtracted from novel trials for each infant, and then the absolute value of this difference
score was calculated. We used a between-subjects t-test to determine if there are
differences in the absolute value of looking time, and detected no significant difference
between perceptual modalities (t(25.93) = 1.39, p = 0.18; mean absolute differences:
auditory = 1.84 secs, SD = 1.12; visual: 2.53 secs, SD = 1.70). We also find no
correlation with absolute looking time differences and age in either modality (ps > 0.3).
While the use of absolute values in looking time differences presents a different
picture from our main analysis which includes the direction of preference, this alternative
approach has substantial weaknesses statistically. The use of absolute values in looking
time differences increases the likelihood of getting a positive learning effect. Consider a
case where there is no systematic difference in looking times between novel and familiar
stimuli. After calculating the difference in looking times between trial types, one would
expect to find a normal distribution with a mean of zero that has both positive and
negative values (e.g., longer looking to familiar vs. novel stimuli for individual infants
but no systematic preference for the population). Taking this same null distribution and
considering the absolute value of these looking time differences would likely result in a
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finding of a false positive as the magnitude of the negative and positive values would all
be considered to have the same direction of preference.
Indeed, we can find evidence of this statistical issue in our current dataset.
Considering visual and auditory conditions together, the mean difference in looking time
(novel – familiar) is not different from zero (M = -0.41, t(32) = -0.9, p = 0.37). The lack
of difference is because of the different direction of effects across modalities. However,
when considering the absolute value of these looking times, the result is significantly
different from zero (M = 2.18, t(32) = 8.68, p < 0.0001).
For these reasons, we present this analysis which does not include directionality of
preference with a strong caveat that there are substantial statistical weaknesses to this
approach. However, the field has a dearth of tools when it comes to comparing learning
across conditions and particularly when there are directionality differences. In this paper,
we consider two analytic approaches to comparisons between modalities but believe the
most statistically-sound and theoretically-motivated analysis is the interpretation across
groups using the directionality of preference and the Hunter and Ames model as
presented in the main text.

Auditory SL Fails at Slower Rates Of Presentation
In a control experiment, we sought to confirm that, in order to elicit SL, auditory
and visual modalities required presentations at different rates. To this end, we conducted
a control study using identical methods that presented the auditory SL stimuli at a rate of
1 token/second, the equivalent rate to the visual condition. Fourteen infants were included
in the final sample with a mean age = 9.3 months (SD = 0.53, from 8.6 to 10.0 months).
Habituated infants (n = 9) looked at the Novel test trials for M = 6.1 seconds, SD = 2.8
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and at the Familiar trials for M = 5.9 sec, SD = 1.1. Non-habituated infants looked at the
Novel test trials for M = 4.6 sec, SD = 1.9, and at the Familiar for M = 4.4 seconds, SD =
1.1. There was no evidence of learning for habituated nor non-habituated infants in either
parametric or non-parametric tests (Habituated: 5 of 9 infants exhibited a Novelty
preference, Wilcoxon signed rank test, Z = -0.06, p > 0.9; t(8) = 0.2, p > 0.8, d = .14;
Non-Habituated: 2 of 5 infants exhibited a Novelty preference, Wilcoxon Signed rank
test, Z = -0.4, p > 0.6; t(4) = 0.2, p > 0.8, d = 0.2). Thus, we found no evidence of
learning for infants who receive auditory familiarization at the same rate of presentation
as the visual familiarization (1 token/second). These results established the necessity to
present auditory tokens at a faster rate of presentation than the visual tokens in the current
study.
Considering Non-Statistical Speech Cues and Attention
The current study reports an improvement in auditory SL between 8-10 months of
age. On the surface, this increase in auditory SL abilities runs contrary to prominent
findings comparing infants’ use of statistical information compared to other speech cues.
Specifically, Thiessen and Saffran (2003) find that infants at 9 months preferentially
attend to language-specific cues to word segmentation (syllable stress) but, at 7 months,
infants preferentially attend to statistical information over syllable stress. By contrast, we
find increases in infants’ abilities to do auditory SL over this period of development. Of
course, in the current study, there are no language-specific cues, so this study does not
directly bear on the question of whether infants rely on statistics or speech cues. Thus,
cues to word boundaries may operate differently when multiple cues are present. Indeed,
Curtin, Mintz and Christiansen, (2005) find that in the absence of statistical information
7-month-olds can use syllable stress to segment words.
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In addition, it will be important to investigate how attention across perceptual
modalities affects SL. We found that exposure (a proxy for selective attention in our
infant-controlled paradigm) did not have as significant an impact as age in explaining
learning and particularly in the auditory modality. This null result for exposure/attention
is likely a result of our experimental task which was designed to reduce
attentional/exposure differences across infants (i.e., we employed infant-controlled
habituation and did not investigate infants who did not habituate).

